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Fabric Requirements: “ALHAMBRA” Collection

**Fabric A:** 7/8 yd. of AH-225  
**Fabric B:** 1/4 yd. of AH-220  
**Fabric C:** 1/2 yd. of AH-227  
**Fabric D:** 3/8 yd. of AH-223  
**Fabric E:** 3/4 yd. of AH-222  
**Fabric F:** 1 yd. of AH-224  
**Fabric G:** 1 3/4 yd. of AH-221  
**Fabric H:** 1/2 yd. of AH-226  
**Backing:** 4 yd.

The estimate for the fabrics of the binding and borders assumes that long strips are pieced.

Cutting Directions: This quilt consists of 4 different blocks.

**For the central panel cut:**  
One 15 5/8” square from fabric H.

**For two blocks 2 cut:** (cut 4 blocks)  
One 8 7/8” fabric A square. Cut it once diagonally.  
One 8 7/8” fabric D square. Cut it once diagonally.  
(The remaining 2 patches will give you the second block).  

**For each block 1 cut:** (cut 16 blocks)  
Four (4) 2 5/8” by 2 1/2” fabric C patches.  
Four (4) 2 5/8” by 2 1/2” fabric F patches.  
One (1) 5 1/4” by 4 7/8” fabric E patch. Cut it once diagonally.  
One (1) 5 1/4” by 4 7/8” fabric G patch. Cut it once diagonally.

**For each block 3 cut:** (cut 4 blocks)  
Four (4) 4 1/2” by 2 1/2” fabric C strips.  
Four (4) 4 1/2” by 2 1/2” fabric E strips.  
One (1) 9 7/8” by 4 5/8” fabric G strip. Cut it once diagonally.  
One (1) 9 7/8” by 4 5/8” fabric E strip. Cut it once diagonally.

**For each block 4 cut:** (cut 4 blocks)  
Four (4) 1 1/2” by 2 1/2” fabric E strips.  
Four (4) 1 1/2” by 2 1/2” fabric B strips.  
One (1) 9 7/8” by 4 5/8” fabric G strip. Cut it once diagonally.  
One (1) 9 7/8” by 4 5/8” fabric E strip. Cut it once diagonally.

**For the first internal border cut:**  
Two (2) 15 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.  
Two (2) 17 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.

**For the second internal border cut:**  
Two (2) 33 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.  
Two (2) 35 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.

**For the third internal border cut:**  
Two (2) 51 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.  
Two (2) 53 1/2” by 1 1/2” strips from fabric A.

**Block Assembly:** Each letter in the blocks correspond to a colored letter or “fabric style” in the FABRIC REQUIREMENTS described on top of the page.

**For Block 1:** Piece together one fabric C and F patches. Make 4 units more. Join 2 of these units opposing colors, for a result of a four patch. Make another one. Set aside. Join two half square triangles of fabrics E and G. Make another unit. Piece, at last, these 4 units as shown in Diagram Block 1. Make 16 blocks.

**For Block 2:** Join two half square triangles from fabrics A and D, opposing colors, as shown in Diagram Block 2. Trim ear dogs. Make 4 Blocks.  

**For Block 3:** Piece two strips from fabrics B and E side to side. Make 4 units. Join these units twisting them so the fabric B strip will remain in the inside, as shown in Diagram Block 3. Make 4 Blocks.

**For Block 4:** Piece two fabric F and C strips on the ends. Make four units more. Join 2 of these units opposing colors, for a result of a four rectangular patch. Make another one. Set aside. Join two half rectangular triangles of fabrics G and E. Make another unit. Piece, at last these 4 units as shown in Diagram Block 4. Make 4 Blocks.

**Quilt Top Assembly:** (sew right sides together)

Piece two 15 1/2” by 1 1/2” fabric A strips to two opposite sides of the fabric H Central Panel. Piece the other two 17 1/2” long to the other two sides. Press.

Start layering the second central panel by piecing one block 3 to one block 4. The add another block 3. Press. Set aside. Make another same unit. Piece two blocks 4 to the two opposite sides of the Central Panel. Sew the two separated units to the top and bottom. (Be careful to piece blocks 4 following the quilt layout on the front page to give it a pinwheel appearance).

Piece two 33 1/2” by 1 1/2” fabric A strips to two opposite sides of the top panel. Piece two 35 1/2” by 1 1/2” to the other two sides of the panel. Prepare the top row piecing one block 2, four blocks 1 (rotate them) and another block 2. Make another unit like this. Set aside. Piece four blocks 1 (rotate them). Make another unit like this. Sew this two units to two opposite sides of the Central Panel. Now, sew the two remaining units. Piece the four fabric A strips for the third internal border in the same way of the other two.  

For the outer border: prepare two long fabric G strips measuring 53 1/2” by 4 1/2” and sew them to two opposite sides of the top. Prepare another two stripes, measuring 61 1/2” by 4 1/2” and sew them to the other two sides.  

**CORRECTION:** In Blocks 1, 3, and 4, the fabric patches are rectangles instead of perfect squares. Take this into consideration when you layout your fabrics patches to construct each block.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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